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Chapter 1241: I do what I say 

For an instant. 

Xi Kejia felt the endless pain! 

The intense pain from the soul and body made him wish to die immediately! 

"I...I admit my mistake, I shouldn't talk too much!" 

The cheerfulness on Xi Kejia's face has long since turned into pain, panic, and regret. 

His tone has also become much weaker, with a strong pleading meaning. 

however. 

Su Lang remained unmoved, and even sneered cruelly again: "The rules of incense!" 

Suddenly. 

The incense rules that are almost condensed are surging out. 

Although Xi Kejia also mastered the rules of incense aspiration power, he did not condense the avenue, 

and he was not even worse than Su Lang. 

Suddenly, the incense rules controlled by Xi Kejia were dispersed by Su. 

The incense aspiration power in the entire aspiration pool was controlled by Su Lang. 

"Aren't you going to be born again?" 

"Come on, I'll help you!" 

A creepy smile appeared on Su Lang's face. 

Immediately after. 

A large amount of negative incense aspiration force separated from the aspiration pool and merged into 

Xi Kejia's body, which was already twisted into a monster. 

Suddenly. 

Xi Kejia became extremely ferocious. 

From the inside to the outside, from the body to the mind, they have become the most thorough 

monsters! 

This sudden change brought an extremely terrifying blow to Xi Kejia's spirit, and his will was greatly 

destroyed! 

Xi Kejia has truly transformed from a superb Mirror Sky Star Lord, a great existence ruling countless 

creatures, into a twisted, ferocious, rotten and smelly monster! 
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"what!!" 

"Su Lang, kill me! You killed me!" 

"Stop! Stop it, I know I was wrong, I was wrong, Su Lang!" 

"I tell you everything about the Gate of Exile!" 

"stop!" 

"..." 

Xi Kejia wailed miserably, begging for mercy. 

"Okay." 

"I stop." 

Su Lang was not immersed in the joy of torturing Xi Kejia. 

Because he knew that no matter how miserable Xi Kejia was, it couldn't change the fact that Chu Xiaobei 

and others were swallowed by the gate of exile. 

The most important thing now is to learn the information about the Exile Gate. 

"Xi Kejia, tell me everything about the Gate of Exile immediately." 

Su Lang waved his hand and withdrew the Abyss of Fallen Demon, the power of rules, and all the 

incense aspirations. 

Xi Kejia's body lost the effect of Demon Fallen Abyss, and immediately tended to return to its original 

state. 

The pain has also been reduced a lot. 

Xi Kejia breathed a sigh of relief and said, "The Gate of Exile is one of the two Great Emperor-level 

treasures I got by chance. 

It is refined from the carapace of a time and space beast in the Exile, and has the effect of opening the 

way to the Exile. 

However, there is a strong spatiotemporal turbulence in the opened channel, which is the most 

terrifying murder weapon! 

A gate of exile can actually be used many times. 

But in order to kill you, and to reverse the situation in an instant, I tried to damage the door of exile, 

making it lock all the things that have a deep connection with you. 

Therefore, you, your clone, your weapons... are all locked by the gate of exile and must be teleported to 

the place of exile. 

As for the chance of death...I don't know, but I know that if I fall into it, I will die forever. 



The destination of the gate of exile is the place of exile. I don't know what place it is. I just know that it 

must be very sinister! 

That's all I know, you said, let me make a living... Let me live normally, I am willing to work for you. " 

Xi Kejia finished all the information he knew in one breath, and then looked at Su Lang with some 

eyesight. 

"I will do what I say and I will keep you alive." 

"It's just that pain is the normal state of life, so living in pain is also a normal life." 

Su Lang smiled coldly, waving his hands, the connection between Yuanlichi and Xi Kejia was completely 

blocked. 

Soon the abyss of the Fallen Demon reappeared, and the power of the rules reappeared! 

Xi Kejia fell into the boundless **** once again, enduring endless pain! 

Su Lang sat on the edge of the wishing pool, lost in thought. 

From Xi Kejia. 

He didn't get any useful information. 

Just know a name-the place of exile. 

More information, such as the probability of death, whether Chu Xiaobei's three daughters really died, 

has to be known through other methods. 

Chapter 1242: The life card is presented! 

quickly. 

Su Lang thought of two ways. 

One way is to ask witnesses. 

And the biggest witness, the one who saw the most clearly, is none other than world consciousness! 

The world consciousness controls everything, and the ability to observe time and space turbulence is 

absolutely the top! 

Of course, there is only one way to inquire about world consciousness, and that is to ask a person to be 

in harmony and then inquire! 

If it is possible, you can immediately know whether Chu Xiaobei and others died in the turbulence of 

time and space. 

The second method is to experiment with clones, and it is possible to infer the probability of death. 

Except for the thirty clones swallowed, one clone swallowed by the turbulence of time and space. 

The other four clones, including Li Xianyang, and thirty-three clones were all locked by the gate of exile. 
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As long as they appear in the boundless universe, they will be swallowed by the turbulence of time and 

space that emerges immediately. 

If there are survivors in these clones, you can roughly know the death probability of the Exile Gate. 

And the clone that is successfully exiled will arrive in the exile. 

That way you can get more information. 

"Now there are only these two methods." 

Su Lang glanced at the painful Xi Kejia, turned and left the temple, leaving the universe of life. 

Su Lang appeared in the wilderness again. 

In order not to damage this place, Su Lang specially flew into the void beyond Canglan Star. 

"Li Xianyang won't experiment with it." 

"Experiment with the remaining thirty-six clones." 

Su Lang thought, thirty-six clones suddenly appeared in the void. 

Quietly, a strange gloom burst out of the clones, and the turbulence of time and space appeared again! 

Thirty-six avatars twisted and cracked, and they all fell quickly! 

"All dead..." 

Su Lang fell silent. 

Each of the thirty-six clones was countless times stronger than Chu Xiaobei and the others. 

However, they all fell. 

The chances of Chu Xiaobei and others surviving are extremely low! 

"World consciousness can't ask for a while." 

"I can only ask other witnesses." 

Su Lang sighed, tore through the space channel, and returned to the holy city of Yaochi. 

He must not be summoned. 

Empty Zhundi and others have gathered together. 

Dozens of martial immortals, countless quasi immortals and Wu Sheng knelt in the void, and I don't 

know how long they have been kneeling. 

See Su Lang appear. 

Everyone buried their heads deeply. 

The whole sky is full of guilt. 



"Empty, Yuehong, come up." 

Su Lang stood in the sky with his hands folded, looking down at all his subordinates. 

"Master!" 

"The servant failed to protect the three mistresses. The crime of servant is damned to death!!" 

Emptiness Zhundi and Yuehong Zhundi flew to Su Lang's feet and kowtowed deeply, their faces full of 

pain and guilt. 

"That's not something you can resist." 

Su Lang curled his lips faintly, "Tell me, when Chu Xiaobei and the others are swallowed by the turbulent 

time and space, are they dead or alive?" 

"Subordinates can't confirm." 

"The incident happened suddenly, and none of us could see Miss Chu." 

Emperor Zhunxu buried his head, "After the incident, we looked for clues and got Miss Chu's life card 

from Mi Zhunxian of the Xuanyuxian clan." 

Hearing this, Su Lang lifted his spirits. 

Emperor Zhunxu continued: "When I got the fate card, it showed that Miss Chu was still alive, but then 

the light grew dimmed and finally extinguished completely." 

This statement came out. 

Su Lang's eyes were even brighter: "The life card is here!" 

"Yes!" 

Emptiness Zhundi immediately presented Chu Xiaobei's life card to Su Lang. 

Su Lang held the life card, mental power surged out, checking the trace of Chu Xiaobei's soul power 

inside. 

As a result, it was empty inside. 

"Get out." 

"Why should you go." 

Su Lang waved his hand, before he put the life card into the storage space, and turned around to return 

to the quiet room. 

but. 

The White Jade Emperor Palace is also gone. 

Su Lang feels homeless. 

"Then go back to Blue Star." 



A little bit under Su Lang's feet, the whole person disappeared. 

In fact, since listening to Emperor Wuxu's words, Su Lang's mood has been much better. 

Because the light of Chu Xiaobei's life card is gradually dimming, gradually the two words must be 

focused! 

You know, even Su Lang's clone died in an instant. 

It stands to reason that Chu Xiaobei will die faster, and the life card will go out or even be broken. 

But the light of the fate card gradually disappeared, and the fate card was not broken. 

In other words. 

The possibility that Chu Xiaobei did not die was very, very high. The reason why the life card was 

dimmed was because he was completely cut off. 

Without the contact with the owner, the power of the soul in the life card is rootless duckweed, which 

naturally quickly dissipates. 

Chapter 1243: The emperor-level all methods are unified! 

"Although I don't know what happened, it is very possible that Chu Xiaobei and the others are not 

dead." 

"But in any case, the light of hope has become brighter." 

Su Lang smiled, then opened a room in a big hotel in the main city of Blue Star and slept all night. 

When I wake up. 

Su Lang's mood has completely recovered. 

And at this moment. 

System prompts sounded one after another! 

"Ding! "Xiantian Yiqi Dijing" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! The "Small Mystery Method" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "The Secret Eye of One Thought Sealing Heaven" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Kunlun Invisible Step" has reached the founding level!" 

"..." 

Eight emperor level exercises have reached the founding level at the same time! 

boom! ! 

Eight different warm currents appeared in Su Lang's body out of thin air, and then spread to the limbs, 

the flesh and blood, and even every cell. 
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The endless profound knowledge is directly imprinted in the soul, allowing Su Lang to grasp all the 

profound meanings of the exercises instantly. 

This is the "Ten Thousand Fas into One Unnamed" technique at the peak of the emperor level, and 

finally promoted to the emperor level! 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang's body began to undergo drastic changes! 

The first thing that changes is the energy in the body-'Xian Yuan'! 

Su Lang's immortal yuan is not inferior to that of the emperors of Wu. 

Because the method he has practised is far surpassing any Wudi exercises known so far, and it has 

reached the founding level! 

at this time. 

It was originally comparable to the energy of Emperor Yuan, and it began to quickly transform into 

‘innate Qi’ non-attribute energy! 

This kind of innate qi is equivalent to ten parts of Emperor Yuan. Once all the transformations are 

completed, Su Lang will exert even more terrifying combat power! 

In addition to "Xiantian Yiqi Dijing", other exercises are also transforming all aspects of Su Lang. 

"The Method of Refining Mystery" is transforming Su Lang's soul. 

Including the main soul and one hundred thousand sub-souls, all are undergoing qualitative changes! 

Su Lang clearly felt that his spiritual power was continuously condensing, compressed, purified, and 

purified! 

finally. 

Su Lang's main soul and one hundred thousand sub-souls have all shrunk by a large circle. 

It is even smaller than after using Soul Burning. 

However, the ability to observe mental power has increased exponentially! 

Su Lang doesn't need to use mental power deliberately to see his skin cells! 

If you hold your breath and concentrate, you can see the various structures in the cell, including 

molecular-level genetic information! 

Su Lang hooked the corner of his mouth. 

Xin said that he had taken another step on the path of biochemical madman. 

After the spiritual power was sublimated by the "Small Mystery Method", the effect of "One Thought 

Seals the Sky" also appeared immediately. 

Su Lang only felt that he had mastered a certain strange power combining space and spirit. 



The nature of this power is somewhat similar to Youtian Sword's "breaking defense must kill" and 

Broken Dream Sword's "one hit must hit". 

It's the kind of power that is almost plug-in, not reasonable! 

"Read the seal space!" 

Su Lang locked on a chair in front of him, and his heart moved! 

But nothing happens. 

"Ok?" 

Su Lang's face was surprised, and then he was a little surprised, "This is a special force combining space 

and spirit, and the target should have spiritual power." 

Thought of this. 

Su Lang suddenly seemed to take out Xiaoyou and live through the two-person world. 

But immediately remembered. 

Xiaoyou was also locked by the door of exile. 

Once it was taken out, it might be destroyed by the turbulence of time and space. 

Even if it is not destroyed, it will fall into the exile and will never be recovered. 

"Madeschick, it's damned!" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes severely. 

His Youtian Sword, Jianxian Cannon, and dogleg Li Xianyang are equivalent to being directly sealed and 

can't be used. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang glanced at the storage space and took out the Broken Dream Knife. 

As soon as Broken Dream Knife appeared, it immediately began to struggle frantically! 

It is a powerful Seventh Rank Emperor Soldier, if it hadn't been for Su Langgang to complete the training 

of the eight emperor level exercises, he would really not be able to hold it. 

"be quiet!" 

"Dare to move again, I will kill you!" 

Su Lang stared at Broken Dream Knife fiercely, and the one-key decomposition function was ready to go. 

The spirit of Broken Dream Knife seemed to feel a strong life and death crisis, and immediately stopped 

moving! 

"Humph!" 



Su Lang snorted coldly, then activated a thought to seal the sky. 

Suddenly, a strange Nianfeng space appeared, pulling Su Lang and Broken Dream Knife into it! 

After entering the Nianfeng space, Su Lang realized that he could see the outside scene from inside. 

It's just that the color of everything becomes gray. 

Only the green color of Broken Dream Knife became more and more dazzling! 

In the whole world, it seemed that only Su Lang and Broken Dream Blade were real, and everything else 

became an illusion that could not interfere with reality. 

Chapter 1244: At the realm of cultivation, Emperor Wu! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"This ability... awesome!!" 

Su Lang chuckled, then released the Nianfeng Space. 

The surrounding scenes suddenly returned to normal. 

Immediately after. 

The remaining effects of various exercises gradually appeared. 

"Kunlun Invisible Step" greatly improved Su Lang's body level, and he could also use the explosive secret 

technique to increase his speed to the extreme in an instant. 

The two body-building exercises, "Emperor Phase Without Beginning Sutra" and "Aotian War God Jue" 

greatly increased Su Lang's defensive capabilities and strength. 

"Earth Burst and Stars" and "Vanxiang Tianyin Tu" allowed Su Lang to grasp the rules and techniques of 

gravity to the point of condensing. 

"This feeling is really refreshing!" 

Su Lang licked his lips happily, and immediately looked at the one-key cultivation villain. 

After this period of accumulation, the accumulated cultivation base can open up the ninth and tenth 

inner realms at the same time! 

"System, open up the ninth and tenth inner boundary!" 

Su Lang gave the order without hesitation. 

Suddenly, severe itching and soreness came from the palms of both hands. 

The guide of the two spaces appeared out of thin air, and rapidly expanded into two inner bounds of 

Wuxian that were approaching perfection! 

"Ten inner realms are finally opened!" 
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Su Lang took a deep breath, "Next, I will improve my cultivation level, the system, and give me a 

breakthrough!" 

The order has just arrived. 

Su Lang felt endless spiritual power appearing in his body, and then quickly transformed into innate Qi! 

boom! 

Waves of breakthrough and fluctuation kept coming. 

Su Lang's cultivation base has risen from the realm of Yijie Wuxian to the rank of quasi emperor! 

His innate Qi reserve has been directly increased thousands of times, and his body is constantly 

tempered and improved again! 

But this is not over yet! 

"System, unite the power of space avenue!" 

A gleam of light flashed in Su Lang's eyes. 

"Ding! Space Avenue begins to condense!" 

Su Lang's body suddenly heard extremely violent spatial fluctuations. 

However, although the spatial fluctuations are violent, they are full of rank, without a trace of confusion. 

The rich spatial rules spread. 

The spatial rhythm lines in the surrounding void do not need to be mobilized at all, they emerge 

automatically, being controlled by Su Lang, as if they have become an extension of the body! 

And the moment the space avenue condenses. 

A wave of cultivation base that truly belonged to Emperor Wu spilled out of Su Lang! 

Under the influence of the power of the great avenue, Su Lang's Shifang Wuxian inner boundary began 

to expand wildly! 

In the inner world. 

As if opening up the world, the edge of the inner boundary turned into a chaotic cloud and mist, 

constantly tumbling and gushing out into the distance, exposing a large new void. 

The four inner realms of Yinghu, Chenxing, Qiming, and Tai Sui originally occupied at least one-tenth of 

the space. 

But now, they seem to be getting smaller and smaller! 

at last. 

Shifang Inner World has become Shifang Life Universe! 

Su Lang was completely promoted from Wuxian to Wudi! 



The terrifying aura spread from Su Lang's body, and the entire void seemed to shake. 

On Canglan Star, countless creatures raised their heads one after another, as if some kind of great and 

vast existence descended on this void! 

Part of the creatures became frightened. 

However, the creatures in the southern mainland, because Emperor Zhunxuan and others were familiar 

with Su Lang's breath, they immediately recognized that the vibration of the starry sky was caused by Su 

Lang. 

Feeling the extremely powerful breath, everyone immediately became elated! 

Su Lang was also very happy, but he was not satisfied with it. 

"system!" 

"Continue to condense the road for me!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth and gave instructions again. 

"Ding! The number of cultivation bases is insufficient to condense the avenue!" 

"I fork!" 

"The cultivation base that has been stored for so long is gone?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and glanced at the mysterious space, only to find that the cultivator had 

completely turned white! 

At this time, his realm has reached the rank of Emperor Wudi, so the capacity of the cultivation villain 

has become super large. 

At the same cultivation speed, the rate at which the cultivator becomes golden is reduced a lot. 

In the past, a trace of gold could condense in a blink of an eye, but now it took a while before a trace of 

gold appeared. 

"Never mind." 

Su Lang chuckled softly, "I can only work harder to upgrade system functions and speed up." 

Chapter 1245: To torture you next time 

Soon. 

Su Lang opened his own property panel. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 
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[Realm level]: Yi Zhuan Wudi 

[Attack level]: Quasi-Great Emperor 

[Defensive level]: Nine-turn Wudi+ 

[Shenfa level]: Nine-turn Wudi 

[Endurance level]: Nine-turn Wudi+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Kongni 

[Mastering the exercises]: The Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Unnamed" (Great 

Emperor Level, Founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key training function (level 35), one-key training function (level 35), 

clone dispatch function (level 34), one-key treasure hunting function (level 33), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (level 15), one-key refining array function (level 15), one-key 

synthesis function (level 15), one-key empowerment function (level 13), one-key decomposition 

function (no level) 

"Tsk tusk, the daily state has reached the Quasi-Great Emperor level!" 

"If this is promoted before the Continental War, there won't be so many things." 

Su Lang curled his lips, "Unfortunately, at that time the cultivation base was not enough to be 

promoted." 

Sighed. 

Su Lang began to sort out the spoils obtained in the battle of the mainland. 

In this battle, Jingtianxing was completely defeated. 

Not to mention the warriors of Wuxian and below. 

The total death of Emperor Wu reached twenty-three. 

Three of the other Emperor Wu surrendered, and nine used incense means to resurrect, and the 

universe of life was sealed by Su Lang. 

Just for the soul of Emperor Wu, Su Lang got 23 shares! 

In addition to this, there are 23 masterless life universes, various types of great power crystals, nine 

emperor soldiers, and countless immortal sources and materials. 

Among them, the power of the great crystallization is basically the power attribute and the five element 

attribute. 

The unique ones are light attribute, dark attribute, ice attribute and thunder attribute. 

The nine-handed imperial soldiers, in addition to the broken dream knife, have a four-rank Yanyue knife, 

a second-rank long sword, and the rest are all first-rank. 



Xianyuan and materials piled up hills in the storage space. 

Su Lang deposited all of the fairy source and the fairy jade spirit jade into the system, and finally got 

73.29 million inferior fairy source. 

Although these fairy sources are not enough to upgrade any system functions. 

But these fairy sources are not all. 

Because there are still twelve Wu Emperor's wealth Su Lang did not find out. 

The logistics base in Jingtian Continent was not searched either. 

When all the sources of immortality are collected, one hundred million lower sources of immortality will 

be raised! 

"First scrape away the wealth of those incense Wudi." 

With a thought in Su Lang, nine sealed life universes appeared in front of him. 

All of these life universes belonged to Emperor Wudi Xianghuo, because they were not completely dead, 

so the ‘perfect plunder’ of the system was not triggered. 

All the wealth of the nine Emperor Wu, except for the weapons in their hands, the rest are still hidden in 

the universe of life. 

"Just start with you!" 

Su Lang singled out Xi Kejia's life universe and opened the channel. 

After entering Xi Kejia's universe of life. 

Su Lang came directly to that huge temple. 

Xi Kejia was sealed in the center of the wishing pool. 

Because the connection with the wishing power pool was cut off by Su Lang, he was unable to get the 

supply of incense and wishing power, so he became more and more wilted. 

"Su Lang...!" 

Seeing Su Lang, Xi Kejia immediately remembered the intense pain he had suffered before. 

Because of his tenacity, Rao couldn't help but tremble all over. 

Without saying anything, Su Lang first unfolded the Abyss of the Fallen Demon, and then applied various 

rules to torture. 

"what!!" 

Xi Kejia endured for a while before letting out a tragic howl again. 

Wait until enough torture. 

Only then did Su Lang put away all means and asked faintly: "Where is your wealth?" 



"Statue...Eyes!" 

Xi Kejia shouted with a distorted expression. 

"it is good." 

"Then I will let you go for a while today, and I will torture you next time." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised, and in Xi Kejia's horrified eyes, he turned and walked out of the 

temple, and flew towards the head of the giant statue. 

quickly. 

Su Lang arrived at the head of the statue and blasted it with a punch, taking one of the eyeballs. 

This bead is a Nine Tribulations Immortal Artifact, with a very large internal space, filled with countless 

wealth. 

As the master of Jingtian Star, Xi Kejia ruled Jingtian Star for nearly tens of millions of years and collected 

a lot of wealth. 

Chapter 1246: Star Lord, the gift must not be abandoned! 

Not to mention those rare and exotic treasures. 

Just Xianyuan Xianyu, there are more than 30 million Xianyuan Xianyuan! 

You know, Su Lang obtained only more than 70 million subordinate immortal sources from the twenty-

odd emperors. 

Xi Kejiaguang is one person, worth more than a dozen Emperor Wu. 

"At last it's over 100 million!" 

Su Lang tick the corner of his mouth and deposit it into the system balance. 

"Ding! Given that the current balance is too large, the currency unit has been changed to Xianyuan 

Xianyuan!" 

Su Lang looked at the mysterious space and found that after the currency unit had become a superior 

fairy source, the number behind it had become 10,600. 

"Look at how much the other Emperor Wu can take." 

Su Lang brought the other eight life universes of Emperor Xianghuo Wudi in front of him, and went in 

one by one for interrogation. 

These Xianghuo Wudi, like Xi Kejia, were tough-willed, but they couldn't withstand Su Lang's torture 

methods. 

What's more, they were eroded by the incense aspiration power, their will collapsed drastically, and it 

was even more impossible for them to persist. 

All the Xianghuo Emperor Wu were subdued by Su Lang and gave up all his wealth. 
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However, the wealth of these incense Wudi is not much. 

The wealth of the eighth rank martial emperor rank Shengyang old man made Su Lang disappointed. 

There are only three million Xianyuan Xianyuan, which is not as good as a Rank 4 Wudi. 

In total, the eight incense Wudi only provided a source of supreme immortality of 1,400. 

After depositing in the system, the balance became 12,000. 

Immediately after. 

"Clone dispatch!" 

With a thought, Su Lang dispatched a newly condensed clone to the logistics base of Jingtian Continent 

and possessed it. 

at this time. 

This place has been occupied by the Wu Emperors of Canglan Continent. 

Guarding this place was Red Lotus Wudi Ni Qianzhou who was closer to Su Lang. 

"Meet the star master!" 

Seeing Su Lang, Ni Qianzhou paid homage immediately. 

Su Lang smiled faintly: "You and I are old acquaintances, so don't be so polite." 

"Star Lord, don't give up the gift!" 

Ni Qianzhou said solemnly, "You are now the lord of the two worlds. To maintain your majesty, it is 

precisely from those of us who are familiar with us!" 

"Let's do it with you." 

Su Lang smiled, "Can all the materials of this logistics base be collected?" 

Ni Qianzhou immediately said: "It has been gathered together, it is all at the disposal of the star 

master!" 

"Well, give me the energy spar like Xianyuan Xianyu." 

"You have worked hard for the rest of the supplies, so let's divide it all." 

Su Lang waved his hand generously and distributed all the materials of the logistics base to everyone. 

of course. 

Ninety percent of Jing Tianxing's wealth was in the hands of the martial emperors, and at this time all 

fell to Su Lang. 

What Su Lang used to treat everyone was unimportant. 

but. 



Ni Qianzhou is still very, very happy. 

Because he was only a Second Rank Martial Emperor, his assets never exceeded one million Xianyuan. 

The supplies of this logistics base alone shocked him very much. 

The other Martial Emperors of Canglan Continent were not rich either, especially after trading with Su 

Lang, they were almost consumed. 

They were absolutely very satisfied with the wave of supplies given by Su Lang. 

Not long. 

Ni Qianzhou handed over all the energy spars in the logistics base to Su Lang. 

A total of three hundred and thirty superior Xianyuan, equivalent to the entire wealth of a four-turn 

Wudi. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang left this large continental fragment and went to the previous battlefield of Emperor Wu. 

Although the three Martial Emperors who surrendered in Jingtian Continent had surrendered their 

souls, Qingqiu Emperor Wu and others were still worried about returning them to Jingtian Star. 

Therefore, while healed his wounds, he personally guarded the three of them. 

Ta Ta Ta. 

Su Lang walked out of the space channel and appeared in front of the emperors. 

Wow! 

The terrifying aura of the quasi-emperor immediately enveloped everyone. 

In an instant. 

Everyone feels that they have become weak chickens, and they seem to be pinched to death at any 

time! 

Moreover, everyone was extremely shocked. 

Because according to common sense, Su Lang, who used the secret technique to improve his combat 

power, should have already declined in combat power, and even fell into a severely wounded state of 

death. 

However, Su Lang still maintained the cultivation base of Quasi-Great Emperor, and there was no sign of 

injury! 

This is incredible! 

Chapter 1247: Level 35 clone dispatch! 

"Meet the star master!" 
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When they were shocked, the emperors stood up and saluted one after another, their expressions were 

very respectful, even Qingqiu Emperor Wu was no exception. 

No one can think of it. 

Not long ago, Su Lang called Qingqiu Wudi and Jiaoqin Wudi as "predecessors". 

This is the world where the strong are respected. He was still a younger brother a second ago. As long as 

he is strong, he can immediately become a big brother! 

"The victory of the war is the result of everyone's joint efforts." 

"How dare Lang take all the credit with one hand?" 

Su Lang also bowed slightly to the emperor Wu Canglan, bowed his hands in salute, and immediately 

took out a large amount of the emperor grade pill of perfect quality and distributed it to everyone. 

"This is the pill that I refined." 

Su Lang smiled lightly, "There are healing pills as well as pills to assist in cultivation. I hope it will be 

useful to everyone." 

"Useful, useful, so useful!" 

Si Yu laughed and laughed, and took Su Lang's medicine. 

The other Emperor Wu also showed excitement, and quickly thanked Su Lang. 

This is an emperor-level pill of perfect quality! 

There are not only those who improve cultivation, but also spiritual ones and body-building ones! 

And the number is very large, each of which is dozens of! 

The three Emperor Wu of the Jingtian Continent looked at him eagerly, almost crying! 

And at this moment. 

Su Lang once again took out a lot of things, all of them in strange shapes, but they exuded an extremely 

mysterious aura. 

This pile of treasures turned out to be the origin of the emperor-level technique! 

"hiss!" 

"So many emperor level exercises originally!" 

"That's twenty or thirty books, Master Star Lord actually has so many emperor level exercises!" 

"Could it be obtained from Jingtianxing? No, no, it is impossible. How can Jingtianxing have so many 

emperor-level techniques!" 

"It's Master Star Master himself. You forgot that Master Master Star Master casually took out eight 

emperor level exercises and sold them to us at a cheap price?" 



"Yes, it's Lord Star Lord himself, Lord Star Lord is too powerful, too mysterious, it's hard to guess!" 

"..." 

When all the emperors saw Su Lang's emperor level exercises, they were shocked and ecstatic. 

Because they knew that Su Lang would definitely not use these techniques to show off, but to reward 

them! 

really! 

"These are the emperor level exercises I got by chance." 

"It's not very useful to me, so I will give it to you all." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and distributed the emperor-level exercises, one for each. 

Of course, none of the three people in Jingtian Continent. 

They could only watch with tears in their eyes, wishing that they would immediately become a native of 

Canglan Continent. 

"Thank you, Master Star!" 

The emperors of all the martial arts received the emperor-level exercises bestowed by Su Lang, and they 

all thanked them. 

Su Lang smiled and turned to the three of Empress Qiangwei. 

"The next servant pays homage to Lord Star Master!" 

The three of them immediately bowed down and bowed, crawling under Su Lang's feet. 

Su Lang glanced at the attribute panel of the trio, and then got the general information of the trio. 

Emperor Qiangwei was named Shangguan Qiangwei. 

The other two Wu Zhuan Wudi were named Yi Yongchuan and Yan Zibo, and they were named 

Yongchuan Wudi and Zibowudi. 

"Hand over all your things." 

Su Lang's faint voice did not seem to have any emotion. 

"Yes!" 

The three Wudi were very active, for fear that they would be a step slower. 

Among them, Empress Qiangwei is the fastest, after all, her cultivation base is higher. 

In an instant. 

There are countless treasures in front of the three, divided into three piles. 

"Sure you took them all out?" 



Su Lang glanced at the same three. 

"Take them all out, nothing is left!" 

Empress Qiangwei and the others immediately kowtowed. 

"If I find that you are hiding, I will take it myself." 

Su Lang waved his hand unsaltedly and collected the three treasures in front of him. 

Of course, Su Lang doesn't need some of the more personal clothes. Let the three of Qiangwei take 

them back! 

Soon. 

Su Lang deposited all the fairy jade into the system, and once again received more than 1,800 high-

quality fairy sources! 

The system balance has reached more than 14,000 Xianyuan. 

So far, among the spoils that Su Lang had obtained, all the Xianyuan Jade had been scraped clean. 

"Oh, only one function can be upgraded." 

Su Lang sighed for his poverty, and immediately issued instructions, "System, upgrade the clone 

dispatch function!" 

"Ding! Consumption of 10,000 high-quality fairy sources, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 

35, the number of clones is +1, the current number of clones is 35, and the number of clones is 35!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the clone dispatch function to level 35. You have obtained the new 

bonus function "Hundred Shadows Clone"!" 

Chapter 1248: New feature Baiying clone! 

"new function!" 

Su Lang's eyes lit up and he immediately checked the information of the new function. 

Hundred Shadow Clone: Clone and Clone Avatar gain the ability of shadow clone, which can split more 

clones, up to 99 shadow clones. 

The shadow clone is the same as the clone incarnation, and the spiritual wisdom is the same as the 

clone. 

But it only has basic functions such as dispatch, possession, and perception sharing, and no advanced 

functions such as death replacement. 

The strength of the shadow clone is affected by the number of splits. 

A clone splits once, and it and the shadow clone each inherit half of their strength, split twice, each 

inheriting one third of their strength. 
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By analogy, when a clone splits into ninety-nine shadow clones, it and the shadow clone can only inherit 

one percent of their original strength. 

"Baiying clone? Amazing!" 

"Even if it splits ninety-nine times and inherits 1% of my strength, I should have Rank 8 martial emperor 

level strength, enough to slap most Wu emperors!" 

"In this way, apart from Li Xianyang, I can't use it, I have sixty-nine clones and incarnations. 

Once all the splits were ninety-nine times, I would have six thousand nine hundred shadow clones, each 

one equivalent to an eighth rank martial emperor! " 

"Looking up, with this feature, you don't have to worry about not having any subordinates available!" 

Su Lang's eyes burst out with extremely bright light, and he was obviously extremely satisfied with this 

new function. 

He immediately wanted to try this abnormal function! 

"such." 

"Everyone, go back to Canglan Star to live and rest." 

Su Lang looked at Qingqiu Emperor Wu and others: "I will go to Jingtianxing to see." 

"Yes!" 

Qingqiu and other Emperor Wu saluted immediately. 

Although the Baiying clone function is available, Qingqiu Emperor Wu and others are still useful. 

They are all old monsters who have lived for many years, and the clones cannot compare in terms of 

experience. 

After all, the clones are all new, and the memory will be cleared after death. 

Some things are more appropriate for these veteran Wudi to do. 

"The three of you come with me." 

Su Lang glanced at the three Qiangwei and tore open the space channel. 

The three Empress Qiangwei were extremely excited, and they were finally able to mirror Tianxing. 

They no longer wanted to be stared at by dozens of Wudi cannibalistic eyes on the Canglan Continent. 

At the fastest speed in his life. 

The three Empress Qiangwei followed Su Lang into the space channel. 

With the space avenue, the space channel created by Su Lang can reach farther places. 

After traversing space five times, Su Lang took the three of Qiangwei to Jingtianxing. 



At this time, the creatures on Jingtian Star were already extremely frightened. 

However, there are two reasons for panic. 

Most of the living creatures are panicked because more than fifty suns in the sky have disappeared and 

only one is left! 

These creatures who were assimilated by Su Lang's "Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms" felt that the end 

of the world had come, and knelt down in fear all day, hoping that the sun would come back soon. 

The remaining creatures have not been assimilated by Su Lang for the time being. 

They were terrified because the Wudi clones who stayed behind Jingtianxing almost all fell. 

The inexplicable fall of the clone means that Emperor Wu's deity is dead! 

Emperor Wu's deity almost died all of a sudden, can they not panic? 

Moreover, the news of Jingtianxing's defeat has gradually spread! 

The clouds of doomsday shroud the heads of all Jingtian creatures. 

but. 

Even with such a miserable Jingtian Star, the three Qiangwei were still extremely excited after seeing it. 

"we are back!" 

The three of Qiangwei, Yongchuan, and Zibo were almost crying. 

The war on the mainland, which had been thought to be extremely smooth, was defeated, and only the 

three of them returned. 

OMG, thirty-five people went out, only three came back alive! 

The rest are either completely dead or forced to be transformed into Emperor Wudi of Incense Fire. 

And all of this was caused by the mysterious and powerful man in front. 

This man is terrible! 

The three Empress Qiangwei couldn't help but have such thoughts. 

And at this moment. 

Something that made them even more frightened happened! 

"Clone dispatch!" 

Su Lang thought, thirty-four clones and thirty-five clones appeared at the same time! 

Rumble! 

With the addition of Su Lang's deity, the seventy terrifying quasi-emperor aura enveloped the entire 

Jingtian star! 



In an instant, all creatures on the planet were crawling on the ground! 

Empress Qiangwei and the others had their eyes burst out, their mouths opened wide, and they almost 

fell from a height with an unstable body! 

But this is not over yet! 

What happened at the next moment left the three of them, including Empress Qiangwei, completely 

blank and lost all their thinking ability! 

Chapter 1249: The sun is back! 

"Baiying avatar!" 

With a thought in Su Lang, the sixty-nine clones split ninety-nine times, turning them into six thousand 

nine hundred! 

Each clone possesses the combat power of Rank 8 Wudi! 

Although the individual strength is weaker than before using the white shadow clone, the number is 

really too much. 

So many powerful clones occupy the entire sky of Jingtianxing! 

The breath of horror enveloped every inch of Jingtianxing's land. 

Creeping creatures only felt that if the world was about to be crushed, the whole sky would spin and 

collapse! 

Fear, awe, panic...filled the hearts of all living beings, no matter what their cultivation is. 

And at this moment. 

"Mingguang Wanjie!" 

Su Lang gave an order, and all the clones spread out to the outside world, blooming with endless bright 

light. 

In a flash. 

There are more than 6,900 dazzling suns on Jingtian Star! 

Endless light sheds the earth, shining on the head of every creature. 

Suddenly, the fear and panic of all creatures began to gradually dissipate. 

The creatures looked up at the sky, and endless surprises and enthusiasm rose in their shocking eyes. 

"It's the sun!" 

"The sun is back!" 

"Great, great, the great Majesty Langdi did not abandon us!" 

"This time there are so many suns, so dense, it's almost innumerable!" 
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"Not only is the number more than last time, but the light is also more dazzling. In this great sunshine, I 

have reached the most comfortable moment in my life!" 

"I have become so strong, this powerful and vast force, my God, I am hundreds of times stronger than 

before!" 

"Hahaha, I'm going to break through, I'm breaking through, I'm a god!" 

"I want to be sanctified, I understand the rules, I am sanctified!" 

"..." 

Countless creatures were completely dispelled from all negative emotions. 

They have gained countless gain states and have begun to break through on a large scale! 

of course. 

The more the creatures enjoy the benefits of the Mingguang Myriad Realms, the deeper they will be 

assimilated, until they are completely assimilated, and they will dedicate everything to Su Lang. 

Although they did not surrender their souls, they also became loyal and never betrayed. 

sky. 

Empress Qiangwei, Emperor Wu of Yongchuan, and Emperor Zibo, who were so shocked that they lost 

their ability to think, also received the endless light of ‘care’. 

Under the illumination of nearly seven thousand'suns'. 

The mentality of the three Emperor Wu also gradually changed. 

In fact, they also knew that it was Su Lang's method, but they were shocked to the point that they 

couldn't resist. 

Not to mention. 

Although they are Emperor Wu, there are too many clones of Su Lang, and they are all eighth rank 

emperor rank. 

Even if they want to resist, they can't resist at all. 

Therefore, the assimilation of these three Wudi also went very smoothly. 

Time passed slowly. 

An hour passed in a blink of an eye. 

The three of them including Empress Qiangwei have completely become Su Lang's most loyal servants. 

The warriors of Jingtianxing have all become Su Lang's "mad believers". 

The name of Su Lang has been imprinted in the hearts of all creatures. 



Even a completely crazy animal without wit, will become quiet and gentle when hearing the name of Su 

Lang. 

The entire Jingtian star suddenly lost countless disputes and became a peaceful and beautiful paradise 

on earth. 

"Tsk tut!" 

"It's really similar to the legendary'Foguang Buddha Land'." 

"But I don't want to be a monk. Mingguang Wanjie is Mingguang Wanjie, not a Buddha light." 

Looking at a peaceful world and feeling the incense power that has already begun to flow, Su Lang 

suddenly smiled. 

Soon. 

Su Lang stepped forward and came under the clouds. 

"Emperor Phase Without Beginning Sutra·Heaven, Earth and Law!" 

Su Lang's body quickly soared with a thought. 

Nine feet... Three feet... One hundred feet... Ten thousand feet... One million feet... Ten thousand feet! 

Suddenly. 

Su Lang's body shape has reached a terrifying height of ten thousand feet! 

What is this concept? 

Approximately 2.3 times the diameter of the blue star, which is equivalent to the length and width of a 

Saint-level race territory. 

Su Lang stood in the sky. 

It is simply a super giant standing upright. 

The skin lines on his body are like rivers in the eyes of ordinary creatures! 

A long hair dancing wildly, each one is like a chain that traverses the sky and the earth, and it is like a 

black dragon cruising in a virtual space! 

When those bright eyes are opened, they are like two scorching suns that illuminate the world. When 

they are closed, it is as if the whole world is plunged into darkness! 

His every move can set off endless storms! 

The wind and clouds roared, the clouds and mists roared, and even all kinds of world rules and visions 

appeared, bright and brilliant! 

Su Lang at this time is completely a **** of the universe that has existed forever! 

Chapter 1250: Swallow or coexist 
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"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

"You are the supreme being who listens to everything!" 

"You are the great **** who protects the world!" 

"Praise you, worship you!" 

"..." 

When the creatures on Jingtian star saw Su Lang's world, they prayed devoutly and worshipped. 

The scene of this scene is unforgettable for all living beings. 

Su Lang is the co-master of all creatures! 

"The creatures of Jingtianxing." 

"Wan Yang Zhaoshi will open a chapter in a new world, the past will return to the past, and the future 

will be a brand new prosperous world!" 

"I look forward to waiting for you to shine in the most dazzling light in this best era." 

Su Lang's voice spread throughout Jingtian Star, and fell into the ears of every creature. 

"This is the voice of His Majesty Su Lang!" 

The creatures who heard Su Lang's voice were all enthusiastic and worshipped! 

"The universe has reincarnation, and everything has a beginning." 

"The sun will repeat itself again and again, you don't have to panic, just wait for Wan Yang to be born 

again." 

Su Lang's faint voice fell into the ears of countless creatures again. 

This is to vaccinate all creatures, so as not to take back the clone and cause panic in the whole world. 

This vaccination is still very useful. 

The creatures of Jingtianxing all took Su Lang's statement as truth and prepared for the disappearance 

of the sun. 

"Really obedient." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, and immediately asked the clones to cancel the "Hundred Shadow Clone", and 

then put them all into the mysterious space. 

Suddenly. 

There is only one sun in the mirror sky. 

It looked very bleak compared to before, and was not as bright as Su Lang's eyes. 



Without Wanyang shining the world, without the gain buff brought by the'Mingguang Wanjie', countless 

creatures immediately returned to their initial state. 

Pain and confusion returned to the creatures, making everything nostalgic for the time when the sun 

shines. 

of course. 

Nostalgia, nostalgia, all the creatures remember Su Lang's words, and the spirit of self-improvement and 

hard work began to pass, and Jing Tianxing officially entered a new era. 

The era when the emperors ruled the world was regarded by people as the most stupid and barbaric 

backward era, and they never wanted to mention it. 

"Jing Tianxing can be regarded as a complete grasp." 

After conquering all the creatures of Jingtianxing, Su Lang fell into thinking. 

The original intention of the Continental War was that the world swallows the war, and the winner will 

swallow the land of the loser and fill its own wounds in the world. 

The way to swallow is that countless warriors become porters, hollowing out the land of the failed party 

and filling the wounds of the world. 

but now. 

Both Canglan and Jingtian became Su Lang's world and were no longer hostile. 

Moreover, the two planets are generally not too incomplete, and the world consciousness does not 

reject Su Lang. 

If you choose to sacrifice Jingtian Xing to become Canglan Xing. 

All the creatures on Jingtian star will be reduced to the starry sky exile race, at least 90% will die, this is a 

great loss. 

"Sacrificing one world to complete the other world always feels not worthwhile." 

"What's more, to disintegrate and move such a huge planet, I don't know how much time it will take, 

and the results are completely unpredictable." 

After thinking about it, Su Lang decided to let the two worlds develop at the same time, and in the 

future find other ways to heal the wounds of the world. 

After making up your mind. 

Su Lang took out a lot of materials and began to refine the incense statue. 

It is the incense statue designed by the three women of Chu Xiaobei, exclusively for him. 

Su Lang kept the shape of the statue designed by Chu Xiaobei and others, and improved the interior. 



The entire statue is cast from a large number of precious materials. It will not only serve as the node of 

the incense collection system, but will also become one of the cores of the Mirror Sky and the Five 

Elements Sky. 

Not bad. 

Su Lang will also arrange a five-element sky formation on Jingtianxing to improve Jingtianxing's 

cultivation environment. 

quickly. 

Su Lang refined 10,000 huge statues. 

These statues are all of the quasi-emperor level, possessing a fairy-level weapon spirit, but the spirit is 

relatively naive and simple, and needs someone to teach. 

There is a huge space inside the statue, which is built after imitating a different sky box. The inside will 

be used to collect incense power and plant Wuyu tea trees for purification. 

just. 

Because of the turbulence of time and space, the different sky box was also missing. 

Su Lang could only find another way to find Wuyu Tea Tree. 

This is also easy to handle. 

Si Yuxiang and Yuan Yue are both under Su Lang's command, and it is easy to ask for some Wuyu tea 

plants. 

Besides, Su Lang would not let them suffer. 

 


